2-23-09

To The:  HEAD OF THE SEC.

I don't know your name, but I do know Mr. Cox's name, and you were just appointed by the President of the United States.

I would like to say this just one more time, like someone other people have said it to me, just when are you going to put the up tick back on the shorts, just how do you think we can make any money on the long side when these shorts can short all day long?
How do you think, we as small time investors can make tiny money (also) for our children and children later in life? This is not fair. To have this, the way it is new. And they want this back. The way it was. It is just not right. Why did Mr. Cox change this anyway? It was all right before. Uptick on shorts, not so easy. The way it is now, go back to the uptick, and $0.38 1/2 2 3/8 and so on. The way it was, there was a very important man on CNBC, Channel 39 and 216, who said the same thing I am telling you.

(Next page)
Just what are you waiting for? I think it is only right that you give the small farmer, who is trying to make a few dollars for his family and children, some help. But the way the market is going, it is hard enough as it is. Have the sheds so easy? give us small farmers too, one in the market for a long time, not like the sheds, intact 16 or 18 times a week, so Puh! Put this book the way it was. Many, MANY years! there was no reason for change. "not a one for all the ever—next part"
who had all the Power to make Mr. Cox's Change This, The Big Shots? This is Not Right. Believe me, Please Change This Back the way it was. If I am sure it will change the way the market is performing, or it will make a different, I am sure? Do it, and you will see? Look at Price Line stock It has gone up 20 Points. When the market was going down, you know why? All the Rich People bought it. Short it! They have no money to do this? I can't, just a small investor? Next Page
Se: Please do your first good thing I put The up tick back on. You will be thanked many times over. By The long buyers.

Thank you
Frank Allen
Thank you again
I am so, so, so, Glad That you are Going to Change the up-Tick Back, Where it was, I should Have Been Right along, like I have Been writing you & Everybody Else two get This Changed Back, How, How about, the \( \frac{1}{8} \) \( \frac{3}{8} \) \( \frac{1}{2} \) \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{7}{8} \) and so on, which was also Changed at the Same Time 222? This is Not going to Help The Market or the Long buyer, it is also pay back on, else. If you leave this the way it should Not be Pennies, Pennies, Pennies, this will Not be fair, so you & whoever else have to pay the \( \frac{1}{8} \) \( \frac{3}{8} \) \( \frac{1}{2} \) \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{7}{8} \) and so on like it was, When Mr. Cox and Who ever Changed this Up-Tick Arrangement 2222222222 Pennies \( \pi \pi \) \( \pi \) \( \pi \) (Over)
You & Mr. Frank's & Who Else, you change this just like I am talking about & See How Nice the market will move?? Like I said those movements should have been put back along time ago, I want to thank you & Mr. Frank's for putting this in motion & The way it was, sometime ago, like I said, And believe me I & you & Mr. Frank's & Who Else, will be right. I am also believing that people will make more money & spend more is, they have more which a few years back, everything was great, and we did not have this up-tick taken off then, and we really, really need this back on, and I repeat, you & Mr. Frank's & Who Else will see the differences in the stock market. Over.
I am almost Positive these, Shorts Have Did what Of Damage, So Easy to Shoot??

I Said 'Did Not Believe, When Mr. Cox's & Who Else Did This?'

He Made This Just Two Easy Behaviors Me, It Was Doing Just All Right Before, And It Will Do Better, If This is Restored.

Thank you,

Frank Al. Wein
3480 Carpenter Rd
Upland, CA 91786

Price: Need

(1/8 21/8 21/4 21/8)

is also in here. 48/107

Also, you can build a stack

(3/4 3/4 3/4)
Did you know, How Many Stock Houses & Brokers, Who, That's all they do is Short Stocks. And they Can Vill Them, or Stocks I mean't, Believe Me.

Thank you Very Much

& Many Schaprio

& Mr. Frank's
One More Thing, I praise you for your talk in The Congress or other wise, was[br]incredible and Superior. Just Great, Great, Great, I just heard this on (CNBC). I really was[br]thrilled to hear you.

(Frank A. Weir)